Shirt Card Fold Instructions by Angie’s Musings

1. Cut your Stampin’ Up! Designer Series Paper to 6" x 10.5". Be sure the paper is cut the right way for when it's
folded up.
2. In the portrait position, score your Designer Paper right side up at 1.5" and 4.5".

In the landscape position, score your paper at 5 1/4" and 9 7/8".

3. With the right side down, fold up the two long sides on their fold lines - they should meet in the middle of the back
of the paper.
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4. On the non 9 7/8 scored side fold up the corners to the fold line and then fold it back in.

5. Score the paper just above the V at the 1 ½ and fold it up.

6. Take the inside corner and fold it back on each side. As you fold it back, the rest of the paper will fold up with
you. Then crease the paper to create the sleeves.
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7. Flip the over and turn paper around. Fold the two layers over on the 9-7/8' score line at one end as pictured at
right.

8. Turn paper over again and fold the corners inward so that the top tips just meet in the middle and the outer edge
begins folding in approximately 2" from the folded top edge as pictured. Make sure you leave room for the “neck” and
ensure the tips of your collar meet in the middle.

Here is a close-up of the shirt collar:

9. Tuck the shirt front under the collar. Add buttons and a pocket if desired. Try a tie for a different look. For inside,
I used a piece of cardstock cut to 2 1/2" x 5" and scored at 2 1/2. Stamp, decorate and adhere being sure the piece
goes under the collar.
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